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Can I use links?
You can use both internal and external links in your Documents.


Internal links
If you want to link to specific sections of your PDF, it works just like in a regular web page.
You start by defining some anchor you want to link to:

Copy<div id="some-section">
  <!-- your content goes here -->
</div>

 You can then link to it from elsewhere in the content:

Copy<a href="#some-section">Go to Some Section</a>



External links
You can also link to any web page on the internet by defining a link for it:

Copy<a href="https://www.pdfmonkey.io">Visit our website</a>


You don't need target="_blank"
Since you're rendering your link in a PDF, adding target="_blank" to your link is not necessary. It works when viewing the PDF in a web-based viewer (like our preview) but will be ignored in most contexts.
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